
     
 

 

Stephen Kozan is the author of:     The Journal Of A Lifetime 

A 100-page fully illustrated hard cover book 

 
The Great Green Tree And The Magical Ladders 

A 200-page, fully illustrated fiction series 

**The story includes a secret code for access to: GreatGreenTree.com** 
 

Synopsis: The Great Green Tree And The Magical Ladders 
Shea Stonebrook is a typical 10-year-old girl from rural Pennsylvania. The problem is, she’s a troublemaker. From not listening to her 

parents, acting badly in school, and everything in between, Shea is giving everyone a reason to give up on her. That is until one fateful 

day when an imaginative visitor decides to shape her point of view and offer her access to a place she never knew existed. In order to 

achieve success, she will first have to accept responsibility for her actions, and only then will she be granted access to each new 

magical ladder within a mysterious world of enchantment, understanding, and life lessons known as The Great Green Tree.  

 

Synopsis: The Journal Of A Lifetime 
Growing up without parents, twelve-year-old Raymond Locke realized all he had left was his beloved Grandfather, D.L. Natives of a 

small town in Mitchell, South Dakota, Raymond and his Grandfather share a special bond together. Recognizing that the time is right, 

D.L. decides to pass along an extraordinary gift to Raymond: a journal. He teaches his grandson the importance of documenting his 

life as he transitions from childhood into adulthood. Reluctantly, Raymond agrees to his Grandfather’s wishes, and begins a story only 

he can illustrate. For the Locke boys, the journal is a reminder that love and life carry on forever. Follow the bond between Ray Locke 

and his grandfather as told in Ray’s own words during this emotionally twisting tale. Transitioning from boyhood into adulthood, Ray 

will experience the ups and downs of life one journal page at a time...   

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Student’s name: ______________________Email address: _________________________________________ 

 

           Circle your choice: 

 

_____ #of books: The Great Green Tree And The Magical Ladders  Hard cover  $20.00  Soft cover $18.00 

 

_____ #of books: The Journal Of A Lifetime     Hard cover $15.00 

 

Make checks payable to ReadyAimWrite Publishing. Cash accepted.   Information about Stephen Kozan can be found at: BookVisits.com 

 

WHEN YOU BUY A BOOK: 

 

YOUR NAME GETS ENTERED IN A CONTEST TO BE A CHARACTER IN MY NEXT BOOK! 

I HAVE LUNCH WITH YOU AT YOUR SCHOOL! 

YOU GET A RAFFLE ENTRY TO WIN A KINDLE FIRE! (min 35-40 books per school)  

 
 


